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Abstract

Paraboloidal reflector antennas, illuminated by spherical TEM waves, have now been

established to possess wide-band and non-dispersive properties. Past analyses have fo-

cussed on time-domain characteristics such as the prepulse, the impulse and the postpulse.

The postpulse consists of the diffracted fields horn the launcher plates and the circular

(or of other shape) rim of the paraboloid. These two diffraction terms are small and of

opposite signs. Even ignoring the post pulse, the radiated waveform is known to have a net

zero area (or no dc component). In this note, the prepulse and impulse part of the radiated

waveform has been cast in frequency domain to demonstrate the remarkabk bandwidth of

such IRAs.
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1. Introduction

A paraboloidal reflector antenna fed by one or more coniczd transverse electromagnetic o

(TEM) line(s) has now been established as an efficient radiator of impulse-like waveforms

[1 to 9]. In the past, some attempts were made [4] to determine its radiated spectrum by

combinations of numerical methods such as method of moments and geomet rica! optics.

However, it was quickly realized that analysis such an IRA was more easily accomplished

in time domain. Results of time-domain analyses may be found in [6 and 9]. To a first

order approximation, the radiated, on-axis electric fieId waveform of an IRA, illuminated

by a two-arm conical line, sketched in figure 1 is given by [6],

(1)

This equation is later modified for the case of a paraboloidal reflector illuminated by a

four-arm conical line. In the above equation, the quantities are:

t s retarded time = t’ - (r/c)

trG time at which the voltage source is turned on = O

V(t’) s voltage waveform fed to the TEM line

D s diameter of the reflector

T = Z.F/c s duration of the prepuIse

F s focal length of the paraboloidal reflector

c s speed bf light in vacuum (R air) = 3 x 108 m/s

~g s geometric factor of the TEM line feed= Zfce~/ZO

Zf ,.~ = TEM characteristic impedance of the feed line

(2) ‘

20- free space characteristic impedances 376.97$2

r s distance to the observer from the focal point, along the optical

axis of the reflector
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Figure 1. Thereflector IRA fed byonecoplanar-plate conical line
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The time-domain radiated field on or off the op+,ical axis has been well known [6 and

9] and also experimentally verified for a prototype IRA [ICI].The present interest is in the 0

radiated spectrum of the IRAs. Consider a two-sided Laplace transform of (1) with the

complex frequency s denoted by s = Q + ju. Upon setting Q = O, one then gets

setting the initial condition V(O+ ) = Owithout any loss of generality and denoting A!’ = A,

we have

D V(U) ju e_ j~S(r,u)= — —
47rcf9 r {

- +[1 - .-q
}

D

{

-jz/2 ‘(u) J./2sin ($/2)
—jae

= 47rcfg r (x/2) }

D._
{

_j=/~ V(W) ~ 2 sin(x) ~ sin2(x/2) 1’2 ej#r(~]

= 4Tcjg 3we r x (z/2)’‘}

(4)

where fi&f is the spectral magnitude and ~(w) is the phase function. Denoting the spectrum

of the input waveform by,

the radiated spectrum can be written as

D

{

~ 2 sin(x) + sin2(x/2) 1’2 V’(w)
fiM(r, U) = — –

47rcfg x }(x/2)’ u ~
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“(W)=UC’U{J%-J
z = u_T = u(2F/c) = 2kF = 47r(F/A)

(7)

k G propagation constant in free space = u/c )

It is noted that, we are yet to specify the input voltage waveform V(t) which leads to ~(u).

In the following setions, we prescribe certain V(t) waveforms and determine the spectral

magnitudes of radiated electric fields. Equation (6) is valid whenever V(t) is a regular

function and not a distribution. Since practical. pulsers generate voltage functions and not

distributions (e.g., Dirac delta distribution), this is not a problem in practical situations,

2. Step-Function Input Waveform

If V(t) = V. u(t), we have

* V(LO)= t~(f.d)e~d”(’”) = VO/(jLO)

(8)
~M(w) s spectral magnitude of the voltage waveform = V./w

@v(u) s phase function of the voltage wavefore = –(7r/2)

The spectral magnitude of the radiated electric field is obtained by using the above

~M(u) into (6) yielding

{

2 sin(x) + sin2(z/2) 1’2 Vi
fig(r, Lo) = -& 1 – ~

},(z/2)2 T

= [aw(w’
(9)

where j~ (w) is indicative of the radiated spectrum for a step function input, recalling z =

o w(2F/c). This function ~~(w) is shown plotted in figure 2 as a function of the normalized ‘

frequency z.
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Case of Step-function Input Voltage
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Figure 2. Spectral magnitude of the radiated electric field fkom an IRA for a step-

function voltage waveform (T=2F/c ;F=focal length; c=speed oflight in air)
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e 3. Double Exponential Input Waveform

We now let the input voltage waveform, as approximated in the case of prototype IRA

[10] by,

V(t) = VO(e-pt – e-at)u(t) (lo)

The decay is much slower than the rise (a > ~) and the voltage spectrum is given by

‘V(u)= V~(w)ej4”(w) = V()
[

(a -p)
(p+ j~)(~ +j~) 1

from which, we have

tiM(@= Vo(a– /?)
m%w=m

(11)

(12)

(&@)= -[arctan(u/@ + arctarl(+)] (13)

The spe,ctral magnitude of the radiated electric field is obtained by using the above

~&f((J) into (5), yielding

{

fig”’”)= 2 1 –

}

2 sin(z) + sin2(o/2) 1’2 Vo LJJ(o!-p)

47rcfg x (z/2)2 T

[1
JF~ ~14)~

DVo-
— — fd.e.(u)= 47rcjg r

*

where ~~.e.(u) is the normalized radiated spectrum for a double-exponential voltage input,

recalling x = u(2F/c) = uT. It is oberserved that
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where ~$(u) given in (9), is the radiated spectral magnitude for

also means,

.

(15)
e

step function input. This

jjfl.e.) spectral magnitude of the radiated field for double – exponential input
fi$) = spectral magnitude of the radiated field for step – function input

1 – (p/a) .=

[1+%+$+$]’/?
(16)

Since an unit step function is a limiting case of a clouble-exponential function with ‘zero

risetime and infinite decay time (i.e~, O = Oand a = 00), the above function F~(u) is seen

to approach unity as @ + O and a ~ m, as expected. .In the following section dealing
o

with the prototype IRA example, we plot this function FN(w) to estimate the range of

frequencies where the prototype IRA performs like an IRA fed with an ideal step function,

4. Illustrative Example of the Prototype IRA

A prototype IRA has been fabricated and tested [10 to 14]. It consists of a paraboloidal

reflector fed by a pair of 400 Q (~~ N 1.06) conical transmission lines. One may use the

principle of superposition, calculate the radiated fields from one-line feed and then add it

vectorially to the fields radiated from the second line feed. The on-axis, radiated electric

field for this case is given by

[

D(?Z 1 avpF(T,t) N — –
47rcfg T

—t–T)–~~ ( +{vp(t)- Vp(t- f)}
1
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Vp(t) = VO[e-pt – e-at]u(t) (19)

The factor of ~ accaunts for the vectori’hl addition of the fields of the due to each conical

line. For the prototype IR-A described in [10 to 14], the numerical values of the parameters

are

D = 3.66 m r=304m

Vo= 105v fgs 1.06 each line

cN3x108 m/s F=l.2m
(21)

T=2F/c=8ns z=ti~=16~x10-gf

0! s! 2.2 x 1010/s + tlo-go (rise) m 100 ps

/3%5x lo7/s + t-e-fold (decay) R 20 ns

In the time domain, substituting the above values gives a peak impulse amplitude of about

4.6 kV/m which is within 10% of the meisured value of 4.2 kV/m. Our present interest is

in the radiated spectrum which may be calculated by using the numerical values in (18),

The results are shown in figure 3. The ultra-wideband nature of the prototype IRA may

be seen in this plot. We have also shown in figure 4 the quantity ~~(u) which is given by

(16) as

FN(w) =
1 ‘– (p/a)

[1+$+ $+$]1’2

(22)

The plot of FN(w) indicates the range of frequencies over which the prototype IRA with its

double-exponential pulser performs like an IRA fed by an ideal step-function source. If we

allow a 10% tolerance, this range is seen to be 20 MHz to 2 GHz. More importantly,

a
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Figure 3. Spectral magnitude of theradiated electric field of theprototype IRA at a

distance of 304 m along the optical axis
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Figure 4. Ratio of the spectral magnitude for a double-exponential to a step-function

voltage input for the prototype IRA (range independent)
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one can estimate the ultra-wide bandwidth of the prototype IRA from its radiated spectral

magnitude shown in figure 3. First of all, we have drawn a horizontal line corresponding o

to a spectral magnitude of 4.45 x 10-7 V-s/m. The spectrum is “flat” within &17% of this

value. The low and high frequencies where the spectral magnitude is down by a factor of

(l/w) or “3 dB” points are correspondingly ~t s 32 “MHzand ~~ ~ 3 GHz leading to the

following bandwidth estimates for the prototype IRA.

fh-f~ ~r-1E0979
relative bandwidth = rtm =

fh + ft ‘br+l “’
(23b) ~

jh – f!

()

br–1
percent bandwidth s pbw =

(’ )

x. 100= 200 — E 195
q br+l

(23c)

Some observations are in order, concerning this calculated spectrum. We note, that 9

the “flat” spectral magnit~de of about 4.45x 10-7 V.s/m is in fair agreement [15] with the

“measured” spectrum. The measured time~domain boresight electric field at a distance of

304 m was Fourier transformed and the “flat” value was seen to be about 4.68 x 10-7 V“s/rn ~

[15]. Secondly, the estimated. bandratio for the prdotype IRA of 93 to 1 is noteworthy,

recalling that the antenna is also nondispersive. The percent bandwidth is over 19070 out

of a theoreitcal maximum of 200’%, One of the definitions of “ultrawideband” sigmd [16]

requires a percent bandwidth of over 25%, and the prototype IRA certainly quaIifies.

5. Summary

To a first-order, the radiated waveforms of a reflector IRA have been known to consist

of a preptdse and the impulse of opposite signs and a net zero area. The postpulse consists

of diffracted signals from the rim of the reflector and the launcher plates which are in

themselves of opposite signs and net zero area. The first-order fields consisting of only

the prepulse and impulse have been analytically Fourier transformed in this note for both
oa step-function input and a fast-rising, slowly decaying voltage ‘waveform modelled by a
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double exponential. The spectral magnitudes are plotted in normalized forms and the

o spectral magnitude for the existing prototype is also displayed. These calculations clearly

demonstrate the ultra-wide bandwidth of such antennas in general and of the prototype

IRA in particular.
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